
Complaint Description 

File a Formal Complaint - Barbara E Turecky 

Barbara E Turecky reported (Tue, 23 Oct at 12:49 AM) via Portal Meta 
Mailer reads on address side:  Don't be fooled by fake Progressives like Connie 
Fitzpatrick ("D").  Let's write in a real progressive: Nathan Schlicher.  There is a 
picture of Connie FitzPatrick with a crossed circle around it and a picture of 
Nathan Schlicher, A Real Progressive.  The reverse side: It's time to write in a 
real progressive.  "Nathan Schlicher is a doctor, a leader of government 
transparency, and was an effective champion of the 26th while serving his 
appointment in the Senate in 2013.  As an emergency room doctor and an 
attorney, Schlicher is particularly well-qualified to expand access to health care 
and fight for healthier communities.  Schlicher will focus on creating jobs, 
supporting mental health services, and increasing government transparency, 
particularly in the budget.: Fuse WA Progressive Voters Guide 
(ProgressiveVoterGuide.org)  Endorsements: American Federation of Teachers, 
Planned Parenthood (Northwest and Hawaii) and Washington State Labor 
Council AFL CIO. Connie Fitzpatrick: Won't publically support universal 
healthcare.  Accepts corporate special interest money. Got less than 50% of the 
ote in the primary.  Remember to write in Nathan Schlicher by Tuesday, 
November 6, 2018.  NO CANDIDATE AUTHORIZES THIS AD. Paid for by 
Conscience of the Progressives (Sponsored by Send A Message PAC) Top Five 
Contributors: Send A Message PAC.  View all campaign information by going 
to www.pdc.wa.gov.  Contact Glen Morgan, Executive Director 
@WAProgressiveVoterFor Change.com. 1001Cooper Point Road SW #140-22 
Olympia, WA 98502 
 

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public? 

A deceptive mailer aims to take votes away from Connie FitzPatrick.  The mailer 
supposedly is endorsed by Planned Parenthood, Washington State Labor 
Council, American Federation of Teachers and quotes Fuse WA Progressive 
Voter Guide, states "Don't be fooled by fake Progressives like Connie FitzPatrick 
("D") and urges voters to write in Nathan Schlicher instead of voting for either of 
the candidates on the ballot (Connie FitzPatrick and Jesse Young).  Nathan 
Schlicher is NOT seeking to be in office and none of the organizations endorsed 
this mailer. 
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List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be 
found. 

 

Complaint Certification: 

I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of 
Washington that information provided with this complaint is true and correct to 
the best of my knowledge and belief. 
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